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TOSSUPS
1
Prior to his appoinment, he concentrated on legal reform, chairing an eight-year study for the ABA, and
studying the court systems of Europe during thirteen years on the D.C. circuit. While on the Supreme
Court, he advocated the six-person jury in civil cases, but his most notable work may have been in
delivering the (*) 1974 decision against the person who appointed him, in U.S. v. Nixon. For 10 points-name this Chief Justice, appointed to the post after ·Earl Warren.
answer: Warren Earl Burger

2
Typically, this polysaccharide is bonded to calcium and resides in the middle lamella between the primary
and secondary cell walls of plants and fungus. Normally insoluble, in fruiting bodies it becomes water
soluble, facilitating the (*) softening of fruit. Its other purpose comes from its reaction with sucrose, with
which it forms a gel. For 10 points--name this substance added to jams and jellies.
answer: pectin

3
A 1922 performance by the Metropolitan Opera was the first production in a century not to be cleaned up
by censors, who thought the plot immoral. Based in part on bits of Orlando Furioso and Ovid's
Metamorphoses, it involves a bet by Don (*) Alfonso, requiring Ferrando and Guglielmo to dress as
Albanians. For 10 points--name this comic Mozart Opera about infidelity among couples.
answer: Cosi fan tutte

4
In 1887, he took the political stand that the Haymarket Square rioters were convicted for their political
beliefs, a view that colored his later works like -Annie Kilburn-. Earlier he had gained political favor
through a campaign biography of Abraham Lincoln, which netted him an American (*) consulship in
Venice. For 10 points--name this longtime editor of the Atlantic Monthly, author of -A Hazard of New
Fortunes-, and -The Rise of Silas Lapham-.
answer: William Dean Howells

5
The "Number 2" versions, introduced in October 1901, corrected a design flaw in the original box-lid back.
Costing one dollar, and named for characters in Palmer Cox's children's stories, their production hinged on
the use of cardboard rather than wood, and the 1890's invention of a (*) flexible film base. For 10 points-name this first affordable consumer camera.
answer: Kodak Brownie

6
Last name required. She disappointed in the 1980 games, as her 1979 world title was based on overall
performance, not individual events, so she only won a bronze in the 3000 meter, but later won a NCAA
championship in cross-country skiing. He also found success in two sports, competing in the (*) Tour de
France in 1986, but made his mark in those same 1980 games. For 10 points--name this brother and sister
pair of speed skaters, who combined for six medals at Lake Placid.
answer: Eric and Beth Heiden

7
Adam's Bridge, a chain of shoals connects this island nation to the mainland. South of Adam's Bridge you
find the Gulf of Mannar, while north of it you find the(*) Palk Strait. For 10 points--name this island nation
across the Palk Strait from India.
answer: Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka

8
Hung over, the narrator stumbles around his apartment searching for the title object. Unable to find it, he
calls the party he attended the night before, and asks them to check the (*) medicine cabinet. After having
breakfast at the Kiev, he finds it near St. Mark's Place, being sold by a vagrant, from whom he purchases it
for seventeen dollars. He then returns home, cleans it, and puts it back on. For 10 points--name this
alternative classic song of phallic symbolism, by King Missile.
answer: Detachable Penis

9
It was not until 1828 that he made an expedition outside of France, with the help of archaeologist Ippolito
Rosselini. After that expedition, a special chair was created for him at the College de France, a far cry from
his first linguistic research, where he asserted (*) Coptic to be the ancient language of Egypt. For 10 points-name this linguist, whose work prior to that expedition translated elements of the Rosetta Stone.
answer: Jean Francois Champollion

10
Elected president of her women's freshman class at Cornell, she was not allowed to join the plant breeding
department as a graduate student, forcing her to study botany and work under Lowell Randolph, under
whom she made her first major scientific contribution, identifying the ten (*) maize chromosomes. For 10
points--name this geneticist whose later work with maize established the idea of transposons.
answer: Barbara McClintock

11
The 382 AD removal ofthis goddess's altar in the Roman Senate formed one of the last battles between
Christians and Pagans. Daughter of the Titan Pallas, she supported the Olympians against the Titans, and
she accompanied (*) Hercules to Olympus following his deification. For 10 points--name this winged
goddess, whose Roman name names an English queen, and whose Greek name names a sportswear
company.
answer: Victoria or Nike

.'

12
While a youth in Plonsk, he founded a Zionist club. Six years later he emigrated to Palestine, and
established himself with the labor mo.vements there, becoming Secretary General of Histadruth, and later
leading the (*) Mapai labor party. For 10 points--name this man who adopted the name 'son of the lion
cub', the first Prime Minister of Israel
.
answer: David Ben-Gurion or David Gruen

13
Three couples are on the foreground hilltop, while five more couples stand in the midground to the left. To
the extreme left one sees an ornate boat, attended by cupids, while the goddess.(*) Venus stands hidden
among flowers to the extreme right. The subject matter of this painting was so unusual it forced the French
Academy to create a new category, fetes galantes. For 10 points--name this seminal rococo work by JeanAntoine Watteau.
answer: Embarkation to Cythera, or Pilgrimage to Cythera (accept equivalents)

14
Elected to Congress from 1903 to 1907, he twice failed to be elected mayor of New York, and once failed
to win the governorship. In 1948, he supported the nomination of Douglas MacArthur for president, but
primarily he preferred indirect influence on the government through (*) King Features and the International
News Service. For 10 points--name this publisher of the Daily Mirror, Chicago American, and San
Francisco Examiner, and imagined enemy ofT. Herman Zweibel.
answer: William Rapdolph Hearst

15
Amoral politician James Harthouse sets the action of this novel in motion by attempting to seduce Louisa.
She then flees to her father, separating herself from husband (*) Josiah Bounderby, whose bank Louisa' s
brother had robbed. For 10 points--name this Charles Dickens novel, concerning the children of the factseeking Thomas Gradgrind.
answer: Hard Times

16
A 1991 crash was blamed on an incorrectly wired gyro, while a 1992 crash occurred when oil and
transmission fll,lid leaked out of an engine. The 2000 crash may have been caused by (*) prop wash, due to
the close following of craft, and suggest yet another design change could be in the works. For 10 points-name this oft~troubled craft, designed to take off and land like a helicopter, then tip its propellers forward to
fly like it plane . .
answer: MV-22 Osprey (accept either)

17

.

.

. John Maynard Keynes said of this man's work that it would be better to read his footnotes and ignore the
text. Keynes also noted that-this man, his teacher at Cambridge, created "a whole Copernican .§Ystem" with
his concepts of (*) economic equilibrium. For 10 points--name this neoclassical economist and author of
the classic 1890 text -PrinciplesofEconomics":
answer: Alfred Marshall

;

..

18
It begins with a census of able men over 20 reaching the unbelievable total of 603,550 men. The next
section tracks the (*) wandering in the wilderness of Paran, and from chapter 20 on tel1s of events in Edom
and Moab. For 10 points--name this fourth book of the Pentateuch.

answer: Numbers

19
The 6- variety is formed frqm 6-aminohexanoic acid, while the 6,10- variety is formed from the
polymerization of (*) decanedioic acid with 1,6-diaminohexane. · The most common variety, 6,6- is formed
from the condensation of hexamethylenediamine and adipic acid. For 10 points--name this common
polymer, discovered by a DuPont team led by Wal1ace Carothers.
answer: nylon

20
His first three 'novels'. as he termed them, focused on psychological factors and criminality, a trend that
ended with 1938's Brighton Rock, which though focusing on those also interjects a (*) religious theme
typical of most of his work. These 'novels' he separated from his "entertainments," thrillers that began with
1932's Stamboul Train. For 10 points--name this British writer who often wrote his entertainments for the
screen first, as he did with 1950's book form of -The Third Man:-.
answer: (Henry) Graham Greene

21
This movie features someone who played in Carnegie Mel1on's 2000 intramural tournament and scenes shot
in the same building, on the same day as the 1999 CMU intramural. Meanwhile, Pitt's Cathedral of
Learning stood in for some of the interior shots of (*) Wordfest, and the adjacent parking lot was featured
in several scenes where the dean's dead dog is hidden in a car's trunk. For 10 points--name this 2000
movie, about a writing professor's gigantic manuscript based on Michael Chadbon's second novel.
answer: Wonder Boys

22

~

Voices dissent were heard, demanding "Set him free!," part of the efforts of the Leonard Swidler of the
American Je is~C;:ommunity whp/nad been working for 23 years to remove stereotypes from the
performance ofthis--pl~y, bein~nacted this summer. A (*) 300th anniversary performance in 1934 was
praised by Hitler. For jD..p'oints--name this approximately once per decade event, staged to honor a pledge
by the vil)agers of tMtown fcl10wi its being spared in a plague.

~ Pa,,;on Play (p<om ~any part)
23 .

Winners of this award are limited to five words in their speech, but no such rule applies to those who don't
. win, which meant that when one nominee mistakenly thought he had won, attendees got a full twelve word
statement from fol1owed by (*) "I kiss you/' the trademark of Mahir, who had been nominated.in the
Personal category. For lOpoints--name this award given by the International Academy of Digital Arts and
Sciences, the so-cal1ed "Oscars of the Internet.';
. answer: Webby Awards

24
The chief opposition to this focuses on the 'anti-device' and 'anti-circumvention' provisions, the first of
which would make distribution of any device which breaks (*) protection illegal, the second of which would
make the act of breaking protection illegal, possibly including reverse engineering. · For 10 points--name
this controversial intellectual property law, now being used to prevent the dissemination of DVD decoding
schemes.
answer: Digital Millenium Copyright Act or DMCA

25
Taking place during a plague in London, its characters include Kastril,who seeks to learn the language of
argument, Dapper, who seeks a lucky charm for gambling, and (*) Drugger, who seeks a way to improve his
shop. But the principal clients of the title character are Sir Epicure Mammon, and Ananias and Tribulation
Wholesom~. For 10 points--those three are duped by the Subtle in what Ben Jonson play where they seek
the philosopher's stone?
answer: The Alchemist

26
Following this battle, the Austrians agreed to the treaty of Press burg. Beginning from Vienna, Napoleon
pursued the Russian and Austrian forces which assembled at (*) Olmiitz awaiting Pn~ssian reinforcement.
Meeting west of Brno, the Allies planned a flank attack, which Napoleon expected, then defeated. For 10
points--name this December 2, 1805 battle, named either for the nearby town, or for the top military men
present.
answer: Battle of Austerlitz or Battle of the Three Emperors

27
He had been having trouble with Cal Nichols. chairman ofthe investor group that bought the team in 1998,
a rift that led to the resignation from the NHL Board of Governors of part owner (*) Bruce Saville. so it was
not surprising he resigned after 21 years with the team he joined in 1976 as a player. In 1979, he took the
reins as general manager, and led the team to five Stanley Cups. For 10 points--name this architect of the
1980s Edmonton Oilers dynasty.
answer: Glen Sather

28
When photons collide with molecules, they !TIay gain or los·e energy, depending on the substance. If this
occurs in a transparent medium, a characteristic (*) set of frequencies may develop, if the source light is
monochromatic. For 10 points--name this scattering effect important in spectrographic analysis, named for
.
the Indian scientist who noted it.
answer: Raman effect or Raman scattering

·29
. His downfall ca!TIe when he was convicted of assaulting Annette Peulvast-Bergeal, a Socialist 9Pponent of
his daughter. The conviction banned him from (*) public office for a year, resulting in his party rejecting
him as its head in April 2000. For 10 points--name this far-right, longtime1eader and founder of France's
·National Front Party.
answer: Jean-Marie Le Pen

30
In 1912, this town annexed Strathcona, which sat across from it on the North Saskatchewan River, and
through which the Canadian Northern and (*) Grand Trunk Railways passed. During World War II, its
airport was the busiest airport on the continent, as it was the southern base for building the Alaska Highway.
For 10 points--name this second largest city, and capital of, Alberta.
answer: Edmonton

BONUS
1
Can you smell what Iraq is cooking? Identify these chemical and biological weapons, for 10 points each:
A.
Fritz Haber oversaw the production of this gas also known as carbonic dichloride during World
War I, but its use fell out of favor due to the effectiveness of mustard gas.
answer: phosgene
B.
Believed to have been used against the Kurds in Iraq, it was also identified as the agent used in the
Tokyo Subway nerve gas attack.
answer: sarin
C.
Mentioned as a weapon in Brave New World, and named for the Greek for 'coal', this bacterial
disease is often mentioned 'as an effective terrorist weapon.
answer: anthrax

2
Familiar to Risk players, the southernmost point of this Russian peninsula is Cape Lopatka. For 10 points
each-A.

Name this peninsula.

answer: Kamchatka
B.

Cape Lopatka is only seven miles from Shumshu, the northernmost of what chain of islands?

answer: Kuril islands
C.

. This body of water borders Kamchatka's west coast.

answer: Sea of Okhotsk

3
Versions of Encarta 98 have a bug, whereby the entry of Charles V of the Holy Roman Empire is listed as a
. constitutional monarchy of northwestern Europe, with capital Brussels. For 10 points each--ari~wer these
questions about Charles V, or Belgium .
. A. .
. Charles' chief rival waS this King of France from 1515 to1547, the first monarch ofthe
Angouleme branch of the Valois.
.

: .1

answer: Francis I
B.
A major governmental crisis in postwar Belgium hinged on the return of King Leopold III, who
returned in 1950 based on a plebiscite. Following revolts, Leopold then agreed to abdicate the throne when
this man attained majority a year later.
answer: King Baudouin
C.
Charles' election as Holy Roman Emperor was bankrolled with money supplied by what powerful
medieval banking family?
.
answer: Fugger

4
Recent observations have indicated its thick atmosphere may make it appear larger casting doubt on to
whether it's the largest satellite in the solar system.
A.

For 10 points--Name this satellite.

answer: Titan
B.

For 10 points--Name the satellite whose solid surface may make it slightly larger than Titan.

answer: Ganymede
C.

Titan does howev·e r remain larger than two of the planets, name them, for 5 points each.

answer: Pluto and Mercury

5
The lesson to be drawn from this affair is never assume the number in the phone book is the correct one.
For 10 points each-A.
Rob Ades [ay-dees], agent to this coach was impersonated by a different Rob Ades, who said he
wasn't interested in an NBAjob, but might be interested in a Big Ten job, despite no openings in the
conference.
answer: Mike Jarvis
B.

Jarvis· had turned down what team's offer to coach earlier.

answer: Washington Wizards (accept either)
Ironically,the statement by the fake Rob Ades foretold of the departure of this coach, from Illinois
to the Atlanta Hawks.

C.

answer: Lon Kruger

6
.G\o.leman

sii~ classics professor at Athena College is brought down by a~ alleged racial remark.

. pOJ~ each-- . ~
A.

~ . is is the major plot of what recent novel?
. .'

For 10

answer: The Human Stain
B.

Name its author.

answer: Philip Roth
C.
To tell his side of the story, Silk insists that this recurring character in Roth' s work write his side of
the story.
answer: Nathan Zuckerman

7
Answer the following about an architecture movement.
A.
For 10 points--this term was coined by Alfred Barr and Philip Johnson in 1932 to describe the
works of many architects of the decade preceding.

answer: International Style or International Modern Style
Now for 5 points each, and a bonus 5 for all three, name the creators of these International Style buildings.
T
1929,Bar..:;eIGila PaYII6ft-

B.

0~~ ?,'I
'
~
Ill), 'Ch
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°8 ... ~ (""",- r-to.;'~"J\:-;"o\••Jl r:.'><f()rd;~

answer: Ludwig Mies van cler Rohe
C.

Viipuri Library

answer: Alvar Aalto
D.

Bauhaus Building, Dessau

answer: Walter Gropius

8
Identify the following films from the role John Cusack played in them, for
A.

io points each.

Buck Weaver

answer: Eight Men Out
B.

°

Lane Myer

answer: Better Off Dead
C.

Nelson Rockefeller
'0
,0

answer: Cradle Will Rock

9
In the 8th century AD, it wa~ united with Buddhism and Confucianism in a form called Ryobu, meaning 'of
the two kinds' . For 10 points each--

: ,1

A.
Name this religion, which until 1946 was split into two kinds, the State or Shrine form, supported
by the state, and Sectarian form, based on various interpretations.

answer: Shinto
B.

Name the man, upon whose order the State form was completely separated from the state.

answer: General Douglas MacArthur
C.

Shinto involves the worship of these divinities, personifying aspects of the natural world.

answer: kami

10
In April of 2000, the head of Atlanta based Century Strategies apologized for actions encouraging people to
influence the Bush campaign. For 10 points each-A.

Name the head of Century Strategies.

answer: Ralph Reed
B.

Name the company whom he had urged the Bush campaign to support.

answer: Microsoft Corporation
C.

Reed formerly was the head of what conservative group?

answer: Christian Coalition
4125

11
Identify the Sherlock Holmes story from descriptions, for 10 points each.
A.
Part 2, titled ''The Country of the Saints, begins with five chapters devoted to the last days of John
Ferrier's life in Utah.

answer: A Study in Scarlet
B.
Deformed beggar Hugh Boone is suspected in the disappearance of Neville St. Clair, only to be
found to actually be Neville St. Clair.
answer: The Man with the Twisted Lip
C.
The death of John Straker, stablehand to Colonel Ross, is intimately tied into the disappearance of
Ross's prize racehorse.
answer: Silver Blaze

12
In 1966, this organization began Operation Breadbasket, designed to influence Chicago companies
operating in black neighborhoods to hire black employees. For 10 points each--

:-'

A.

Name this organization.

answer: Southern Christian Leadership Conference or SCLC
B.

Name the head of Operation Breadbasket.

answer: Jesse Jackson
C.

Name the organization Jackson joined in 1972, leaving the SCLC.

answer: People United to Save Humanity or PUSH (accept: People United to Serve Humanity, its later
name)

13
Paris' Clay Mathematics Institute has announced a set of seven problems each with a prize of one million
dollars for their solution. For 10 points each-A.

This is modeled on whose list of 23 problems proposed a century earlier?

answer: David Hilbert
One ofthe Clay problems is to prove or disprove whose hypothesis, that all the non-trivial zeros of
B.
the Zeta function lie on the critical axis~ where the real part of the domain is one half?
answer: (Georg Friedrich) Bernhard Riemann
C.
Another of the Clay problems is to prove or disprove the premise that these fundamental equations
of fluid mechanics have smooth solutions for all positive time values. This is non-trivial to Dwight, given
that if they're proven, it could mean the end of his day job.
answer: Navier-Stokes equations

14
"It is the test of time that wiII show how independent those two newsrooms will be," said mayor Wellington
Webb of the May 2000 joint operating agreement between the two major newspapers of his city. For 10
points per answer-A.

Name this major western city.

answer: Denver, Colorado
B.
Name the two newspapers which will merge operations, both of which received Pulitzer Prizes in
2000 for their coverage of the Columbine shootings.
answer: Denver Post
Rocky Mountain News

15
Following a dictatorshipof35 years, in 1911, he r~signed as President of Mexico. For 10 points per
. answer-A.

Name this man.

answer: Porfirio Diaz
B.
One reason for his resignation was an insurrection based in Morelos led by this man, who
following the resignation of Diaz, formulated his Plan of Ayala, an agrarian reform.
answer: Emiliano Zapata
C.
A second reason for his resignation was a Chihuahua based insurrection led by this man, who five
years later was pursued by American troops for a raid on Columbus, New Mexico. .
.
answer: (Francisco) Pancho Villa or Doroteo Arango

16
Answer the following about the work of Sir Henry Perkin, for 10 points each.
A.

Perkin synthesized this purple dyestuff, the first synthetic dye.

answer: mauve
B.
Perkin was actually attempting to synthesize this medicinal compound, whose use was found by an
Augustinian monk living in Peru in 1633.
answer: Quinine (prompt on cinchona)
To synthesize quinine, he attempted to treat this organic chemical derived from the indigo plant
C.
with potassium dichromate, creating mauve.
answer: aniline or phenylamine or C6H5NH2

17
At one point, the peaks Gerlachova aIld Communism Peak had the same name. For 10 points per answer-A.

What was that common name?

answer: Stalin Peak
B.

In what countries would you now find Gerlachova and Communism Peak?

answer Republic of Slovenia or Republika Slovenija
Republic of Tajikistan or Iumhurii Tojikistan

18
An unusual copyright dispute broke out in May 2000, instigated by Microsoft. For 15 points each-A.
Name the website, subtitled "News for Nerds, Stuff that Matters," which was asked by Microsoft
. to take down offending posts.
answer: Slashdot.org
B.
. Narne the previously open source security protocol"which Microsoft changed, then made open to
anyone who agreed it was their intellectmil property, enraging many Slashdot faithful.

answer: Kerberos [not Cerberus]

19
In writing his new novel, -The Goat's Party-, this Peruvian author incurred the wrath ofthose who still
remain haunted by the rule of dictator Rafael Trujillo. For 15 points each-A.
Name the author, whose other works include -The Green House- and -The War of the End of the
World-.
answer: Mario Vargas L10sa
B.

Trujillo ruled what nation from 1930 to 1961?

answer: Dominican Republic
4134

20
30-20-10 Name the politician.
A.
In 1983, he said of his opponent, incumbent Dave Treen, that if Treen were elected, "there'd be
nothing left to steal," defusing charges of his own corruption.
B.
Faced with an even more repellent opponent, David Duke, his campaign bumper stickers read
"Vote for the Crook, It's Important."
C.
This colorful Louisiana governor was recently brought down on corruption charges thanks to
evidence from former 4gers owner Eddie DeBartolo.

answer: Edwin Edwards

21
In 1818, two British subjects, Alexander Arbuthnot and Robert Armbrister were captured by American
forces in Spanish territory, and executed. For 10 points per answer-A.

Name the commanding American general who ordered the execution.

answer: Andrew Jackson
B.
The events in Florida prompted a conference between the British Foreign Minister and the U.S.
Minister to Bri~ain. Name them, the British delegate to the Congress of Vienna, the other who had one year
earlier negotiated the disarmament of the Great Lakes.
answer: Robert Stewart, Viscount Castlereagh
Richard Rush

,22
Identify these poems by Robert Browning from lines, for 10 points each.

A.

. "I sprang to the stirrup, and Joris, and he:/ I galloped, Dirck galloped, we galloped all three;"

answer: How They Brought The Good News·From Ghent To Aix

B.

"Grow old along with me!! The best is yet to be,"

answer: Rabbi Ben Ezra
C.
"Looking as if she were alive. I calV That piece a wonder, now: Fra Pandolfs hands! Worked
busily a day, and there she stands."
.
answer: My Last Duchess

23
Answer the following questions about members of baseball's 400-homerun club, for 10 points each.
A.

The two members of the club who joined during the first weeks of the 2000 season.

answer: Cal Ripken, Jr.
Ken Griffey, Jr.
The fourth-most prolific hitter of homeruns, his job with major league baseball includes handing
B.
out suspensions for fights.

answer: Frank Robinson

24
They're interchangeable. Given a·"here's a celebrity's life,see how they screwed it up" program, tell me
the network it airs on, for 5 points each, a bonus 10 for all four.
A.

Intimate Portrait

answer: Lifetime
B.

Celebrity Profile

answer: E!

C

The Life and Times of...

answer: The Nashville Network or TNN
D.

Hollywood and Crime

answer: Court TV

25
Identify these ethnic groups of Africa for 10 points each.
A.
This ethnic group, primarily of Nigeria, controlled the area of Biafra during its attemP1:ed .
secession .

. answer: Ibo or Igbo

B.
Originally a name used by Hausa speakers to refer to the people of the Oyo kingdom, this ethnic
group is also concentrated in Nigeria. Tending to form cities centered around the king's palace, they form
the majority of the population of Lagos.
answer: Y oruba
C.
The third star in the Burundi flag stands for these pygmy people, the other two stars standing for
Hutus and Tutsis.
answer: Twa

26
The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee filed suit against him in May 2000, charging that he
used three committees: Americans for·Economic Growth, Republican Majority Issues Committee, and the
U.S. Family Network, for extortion, and money laundering. For 10 points per answer-A.

Name this Texas Republican, and his position in the house leadership.

answer: Tom DeLay
House Majority Whip
B.
The committees in question were organized under sections 527 and 501 ( c) 4s of what code, which
governs the political and taxation status of such committees.
answer:

1 Code

27
Changing from composer to conductor, he led the 1976 Centenary production of Wagner's Ring cycle. For
15 points each-A.

Name this French composer, whose compositions include the electronically enhanced -R\'epons-.

answer: Pierre Boulez
B.

Name the city,tra:ditional home of Wagner festivals, where the Centenary production occurred.

answer: Bayreuth [BY-royth]

28
Answer the following about the earth's magnetic poles, for 10 points each.
A.

·This measure is the angle between true north, and magnetic north.

answer: magnetic declination

R
Magnetic declination is laid out on this type of map, in which regions with the same declination are
ttaced with lines.
. .
answer: isogonic map

:~"

t.
•This angle, the angle from which a free swinging magnet tilts down, ranges from nearly zero at the
·e quator to 90 degrees at magnetic pbles.

answer: magnetic.Qill

29
Identify the fathers of these mythological characters, for 10 points each.
A.

Achilles

answer: Peleus
B.

Aeneas

answer: Anchises
C.

Theseus

answer: Aegeus

30
Michael *Palin* traced the exploits of his literary hero, EmestHemingway, in a recent PBS special. For 10
points each--name these places.where Palin visited.
A.

In this Florida city, he attended a Hemingway lookalikecontest, held at Hemingway's old bar.

answer: Key West
B.

In this world capital, he visited the Hemingway's favorite hotel room,.now a shrine to the man.

answer: Havana

c.

In Ketchum, in this state, Palin visited the Hemingway's home, where in 1961, he took his own

. life.

answer: Idaho

